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On Christmas Day 1969, my Shikari Sidda and I went looking for a

hyena den in Chemmanatham in the Sigur Reserved Forest (east of the

Mudumalai Wild Life Sanctuary) in the Nilgiris in Tamil Nadu when

forcing our way into a thicket on the west bank of the Sigur River we

found that we Were in the midst of dhole burrows. Sidda went forward

to the nearest earth to see if it was tenanted. It was. A very angry

dhole charged him. We bolted. Fortunately it did not carry home its

charge.

In the centre of the thicket it was comparatively open. I could see

three dens. Later, after the dhole had vacated, I went in again and

counted four. The burrows were all freshly dug and occupied an area of

approximately 20' x 15L They were 2 to 3 feet deep, sloping at an angle

of 45°. Tracks led into the thicket from different directions. The river

took a wide turn at this place and one spot in particular outside the

thicket commanded a fine view of the river. The dhole used this spot

as a lookout point and had worn the turf down to bare earth by con-

stant usage.

Sidda and I selected a mango tree across the river which was about

40 yards broad at this place and spent the rest of the afternoon in it.

Between 25-xii-1969 and 14-ii-1970 I spent altogether six days (on 2

days from about 0700 hours until 1700 hours and on the other 4 days from

2 to 4 hours) on the tree keeping the thicket, the burrows not being visible
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from outside, under observation. That part of the jungle was elephant

infested and on that score it was not possible to get to my post earlier

or leave it later. On the day I tried to sit up until dusk I had a nasty

experience which cured me of any desire to remain there late. A tuske r

came and stood under my tree, and I discovered that my perch, which I

had thought was beyond an elephant’s reach was not high enough and

that my feet were almost resting on the bull elephant’s back ! While I

was contemplating my awful predicament I found another tusker making

its way down to get his back also scratched.

At 0815 hrs on 26-xii-1969, four female dhole approached the thicket

from my side of the river. Two of them were lactating and the other

two were full grown cubs and acted like cubs of the older bitches from the

previous litter. The dhole suspected mypresence and tried to sniff me out.

Then they lay down about 100 yards away for half an hour and watched.

As I did not give myself away, their suspicion dispelled, the two older

females entered the thicket, after spending a minute or so at the look-out

point. The younger females made no attempt to enter the thicket and

disappeared from the scene. At 12.30 a female came to the river from the

thicket. Otherwise there was no activity until 1630 hours, when I left.

On 1st January 1970, an encounter with a panther enroute delayed

meand it was past 0800 hours when I got to my observation post. When
I neared the mango tree the dhole were walking away. Between 0830

and 0900 hours, the dhole visited the thicket thrice. There were 5

dhole this time —the two nursing mothers and the two yearling females

and with them was another adult female in an advanced state of preg-

nancy. (The younger dogs tangled with a sounder of pigs which were

ready to put up a fight but the older ones discouraged the youngsters by

showing no interest. Incidentally, in spite of the presence of the dhole

deer freely used that section of the river.) On the last trip only the two

lactating bitches were there. There was no activity until about 1300 hours

when I left.

I could not visit the dens until 19-i-1970. At 0835 two females

approached the thicket, stopped at the look-out point for about 5 minutes,

one of them a little longer, before entering the thicket. One of the

females was limping slightly and was probably a new entrant to the

colony. On 25-i-1970 I was at my post by about 0700 hours, 4 bitches

came to the thicket at 0810 hours. Suspicious at the beginning, they

behaved normally later. At 1020 hours and 1300 hours single females

were seen coming out of the thicket. I went home after 6 hours and

when I returned at 1500 hours the whole pack was hunting in the area.

I saw five dhole at the look-out point and there were a dozen animals

altogether. On the last day I spent at my look-out post, there was no

activity, the last of the earths in use having been abandoned a few days

earlier.
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I tried to locate active dhole dens during the 1970/71 season,

but failed. However, I was shown 2 dens which had been abandoned

in the middle of the breeding season. I have come across single burrows

previously and evidence of dhole vacating a burrow and digging a fresh

one in a new area. A whelping female may set up a den on its own either

at the outset or on quitting a common nursery.

On 4-xii-71 a cattle grazier of Moyar guided my son Peter and me to

a den, where he had seen a pack of wild dogs ten days previously. The

den was a deep cave under a large shelving rock and was situated in the

Mudumalai Wild Life Sanctuary on the bank of a stream flowing

parallel to the Moyar-Masinigudi road. It was well located on a bend

and commanded a good view of both arms of the nallah. It was one of

the caves I had visited the previous year shortly after it had been

abandoned.

It was 1400 hours when we reached the cave. As we stood watching

the entrance from across the narrow stream, a single bitch which was

obviously lactating emerged growling. It was a relief when it rushed

away. After sending my companions back to the car, I climbed into a

tamarind tree about 25 yards to one side of the cave and sat on a bare

limb of the tree after cutting and hanging a few branches to hide my
perch, and waited.

At 1610 hours a female, probably the same animal which had left

earlier in the afternoon returned. It sat not far from my tree and watched

suspiciously for 20 minutes. Then the pack (actually a part of it as it

turned out) appeared and the female entered the den. Two other dhole also

went in but came out almost at once. Meanwhile a large male lay at the

cave entrance and the other dhole lay about, scattered. Some 10 minutes

later the female emerged and seeing the dog approached submissively

whining and wagging its tail. The dog got up and ran with the bitch

following till both stopped behind a screen of bamboos from where I heard

the female feeding —which could only be on what the male had regurgi-

tated. Dusk was setting and I left.

5-xii-71 —I was on my perch at 0705 hours. While approaching

the tree I took care not to disturb any dhole which might be in the den

area. It was not until 0900 hours that the first animal arrived. It was the

whelping bitch. It waited alertly changing its position every 10 minutes

or so. At 0955 hours the pack came and I could see four besides the

whelping bitch. The whelping bitch, after visiting the den briefly ran after

a large male in a submissive attiude, wagging its tail, whining and whim-
pering as cubs do when trying to attract attention or soliciting food. It

passed under the dog, ran pressing against its side, pushing its mouth
against the side of the dog’s mouth. Thereupon the dog regurgitated

twice, each lump seemed to be about a kilogram in weight, which the

bitch ate continuing to whimper like a cub. The same dog brought up
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food once more, a smaller quantity this time. The bitch repeated the act

with two more dhole but these were more reluctant to oblige. She had

to run chasing them up and down the stream bed for over 100 metres

and pass under them frequently before they would regurgitate. One of

these could have been a female.

Three dhole besides the whelping bitch entered the den briefly. From
the manner in which they fumbled with the false entrance it was obvious

that they were not familiar with it.

At 1015 hours a herd of domestic buffaloes ambled down the nallah

grazing. The dogs joined in chasing them away from the den area. But

they took a long time doing this and I expected better planning and per-

formance from a pack of trained hunting dogs.

But for the buffaloes I would have thought that there were only 5

dhole in the pack. The herd brought 3 more within sight. Half the

pack did not go too close to the den but remained 50 to 100 yards away.

There were altogether 8 (4 cT> 4 $). Such an equal proportion between

sexes may not, however, be the rule.

By 1045 hours all the dogs had left the area and at 1050 hours the

lactating bitch came back but sat outside until 11 30 hours when it entered

the den. It stayed inside for 10 minutes and on emerging lay at the

mouth of the cave for another 10 minutes, suspiciously looking around

and into trees a-1 the time. Between 1140 hours and 1305 hours it went

away and came back 4 times. But most of the time was spent in keeping

vigil from its favourite look-out point among the roots of a banyan tree

directly above the den.

At 1305 hours it entered the den and stayed inside for 12 minutes.

When it came out it went directly to the stream and lay in the water

for 5 minutes. It did not come back until 1315 hours when I, feeling

sore in every limb decided to call it a day.

On my way back, I ran into the pack as they were resting lying scat-

tered under clumps of bamboo about 100 metres off the den.

10-xii-71 —I got into the tree at 0710 hours. Until 1025 there was

no activity, when two dhole inspected the cave and went away. I spent

a couple of hours more waiting. It was apparent that the den had

been deserted. Closer inspection confirmed my suspicion.

Cubs were not seen outside the thicket or outside the cave in the

latter case, even once. But tracks of cubs were seen along the river

bed. It would appear that cubs are not brought out until they were

ready to accompany their mothers and leave the nursery permanently.

A pregnant female was seen on l-i-1970 and the colony was vacated

around 10-ii-1970. It is probable that the dhole, when undisturbed,

use the dens for about 5 weeks before abandoning them. This would

also mean that the cubs were ready to accompany their mothers when 5

weeks old. There is evidence to support this assumption. On 17-i-72
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a 5 week old cub was captured near my place when it strayed near the

road along with other cubs, having been temporarily abandoned by the

pack in the course of a hunt. Even at that age it was more used to and

preferred a meat diet to milk.

In my view, the fact that no particular male was seen attending to or

showed a special attachment to a particular whelping female, and the fact

that more than one male brought food to a particular female coupled with

the habit of breeding in colonies militates against the widely held belief

of pair bond among dhole.

Peak activity took place early in the morning when most of the

hunting is done.

The nursing mothers left as a pack or with the pack as the case may be

to hunt very early in the morning and returned with the others between

0800 and 1000 hours depending upon their success in hunting. There-

after they were not seen to leave or return together.

In the ease first observed the pack was seen near the thicket only once.

But it was evident from the alarm calls of deer that it was not far off*.

However in the latter instance half the pack was seen entering the den

or in the immediate vicinity, and the rest within 50 to 100 metres of

the den.

There was no evidence of a ‘ guard bitch ’ as mentioned by Phythian

Adams and others. If a bitch remained behind it was purely to look

after her motherly duties. In the mornings, all the animals left the

colony and none was left behind to
4 Guard \

Some of the adult females in the pack were not breeding. It is pos-

sible that every female in the pack did not bring up a litter every season.

There appeared to be some sort of birth control among them, when their

numbers were large as in the area in question.


